
Creative
Quarantine

Staying inspired during a difficult time



Why it's important to stay creative

Creativity may not have been on everyone's radar in the past but now more than

ever as we battle isolation, boredom and stress we need to make an effort to stay

creative. Our minds are like muscles, the more we use them the stronger they get. 

 

When we are at home we can experience a mental stagnation that is tied to lack of

new stimulus to the brain. This can affect not only how we feel but how we work.

We are less likely to engage in creative problem solving, innovation or collaboration. 

 

By staying creative you are feeding the neural connections in your mind. This allows you to 

continue to process new information in fresh ways and is also tied to increased

productivity.  Engaging in creative activities has mental health benefits- and we need

those now more than ever. 

Mental health. Productivity. Clarity.



How does creativity
work anyway...?

There are  two principles of the production of new ideas:

 

1. An idea is nothing more or less than a new combination of old elements

2. The capacity to bring old elements into new combinations depends largely 

on the ability to see relationships

 

In Ancient times people believed that ideas came to you from a supernatural source and we were

simply the vessel that housed them and helped them come to life! If you have ever had that AHA!

moment you know that getting those brilliant flashes of insight can often feel like magic. 

 Creativity is problem solving with relevance and novelty.  



"I am not creative"
Notice in the above description of the creative process we don't mention
art anywhere. A lot of people associate creativity with being "good at art".

In fact one of the most common disclaimers we hear during our workshops
is "I am not creative. I can barely draw a stick figure."

 

 

(And other lies we tell ourselves)

Myth 1: Creativity is something you either have or don't.

In fact we are all born with this human skill, some of us are just

more inclined to practice developing it. 

Myth 2: Creativity can't be taught

Creativity is a muscle that gets stronger the more we use it. N

Myth 2: Creativity comes in a flash of insight

It can but more often than not it's a result of a process- one

we can all learn. 



 Add Plants1.

Plants contribute to our sense of wellbeing and

relaxation, two key ingredients of creativity

2. Set up next to a window

By shifting our gaze from the screen to outside we

provide our brains with a variety of stimulus, a key

ingredient to ideation 

3. Hang a poster or artwork

Stay inspired by hanging some beautiful and

energizing images- a favourite work of art or a poster

4. Add toys

Toys are not just for your kids. Legos, play doh,

colouring books are a great way to take a creativity

break throughout the day. 
 

Tips for a creative
workspace

 



Creativity Gym

Staying creative takes regular investment of time. The good
news- a little goes a long way. We developed a series of
science- backed exercises designed to flex your creative
muscle and activate divergent and convergent thinking. 

Say what?
 

 

Plasticity: our tendency to explore novel ideas, 
objects and scenarios

Divergence: our ability to think outside the box and 
generate novel ideas

Mindfulness: engaging the non-executive part of the 
brain that contributes to wellness 



Creativity
Activation™
Exercises



Creativity Challenge

Instructions: 
Turn each circle into an object. 
 

This classic ideation exercise is aimed at
generating as many ideas as possible in a short
period of time. 

 

Print out this page and complete at your desk or
share screen on your next virtual meeting and
turn it into an ice breaker.
 

TIP: Use the annotate function in zoom to let your
team complete it virtually!
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Creativity Challenge

Instructions: 
Come up with 12 alternative uses for a brick
 

This is a classic think out of the box exercise. The
crazier the better- there are no bad ideas!
 

Print out this page and complete at your desk or
share screen on your next virtual meeting and
turn it into an ice breaker.
 

TIP: Use the breakout rooms function in zoom to
let your team complete it in small groups. Then
share!

Build a house/wall (sorry!)1.
2. __________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________
4.___________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________
6. __________________________________________________
7. __________________________________________________
8. __________________________________________________
9. __________________________________________________
10. _________________________________________________
11.__________________________________________________
12.__________________________________________________
13.__________________________________________________
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Creativity Challenge

Instructions: 
Fill the vase with a rich bouquet of flowers
 

Aim for variety of plants, leaves, buds. Feel free
to create the bouquet with black outlines and
turn it into a colouring sheet. 
 

Print out this page and complete at your desk or
share screen on your next virtual meeting and
turn it into an ice- breaker.
 

TIP: Use the annotate function in zoom to let your
team complete it virtually! 
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“Creativity Takes Courage”

– Henri Matisse



Hi! I'm Diliana and I am the creative force behind Artichoke Art. As an
art educator and long time creative I know first hand that we are all
wired for creativity. Unfortunately, we tend to lose this natural skill as
we age. My passion lies in helping everyone from intern to CEO tap into
their creative genius. In the years I spent in education I noticed that
creativity was often pushed aside as a valuable skill. Our educational
system was designed in the 19th century to serve the needs of that time.
In the 21st century, creativity is one of the most sought after skills in the
workplace and in life. Unfortunately, most of us have lost touch with our
natural ability. I founded Artichoke Art in order to help teams rediscover
their inner creative genius. 

About Us
Virtual Creativity Sessions for Teams



Everyone is Creative
Have you ever noticed that all kids are natural creative machines? Watching my
daughter interact with creativity has been eye opening for me. We all start off with this
natural inclination to create- in fact we as humans made art before we codified
language. Studies show that most children actually fall into the genius range when
tested for creativity, but less than 10% of adults do. Why? From my experience it comes
down to practice and a lot of ingrained beliefs about what creativity is. I strongly
believe that creativity is a muscle; and like every muscle the more we use it the
stronger it gets. I believe that everyone has a capacity for deep creativity and
innovation- most of us are just lacking the skills to approach it and the practice it
requires to flourish.



Get In Touch

artichokeart.ca

info@artichokeart.ca


